In yeast, inducible genes such as INO1, PRM1 and HIS4 reposition from the nucleoplasm to nuclear periphery upon activation. This leads to a physical interaction with nuclear pore complex (NPC), interchromosomal clustering, and stronger transcription. Repositioning to the nuclear periphery is controlled by cis-acting transcription factor (TF) binding sites located within the promoters of these genes and the TFs that bind to them. Such elements are both necessary and sufficient to control positioning of genes to the nuclear periphery. We have identified 4 TFs capable of controlling the regulated positioning of genes to the nuclear periphery in budding yeast under different conditions: Put3, Cbf1, Gcn4 and Ste12. In each case, we have defined the molecular basis of regulated relocalization to the nuclear periphery. Put3-and Cbf1-mediated targeting to nuclear periphery is regulated through local recruitment of Rpd3(L) histone deacetylase complex by transcriptional repressors. Rpd3(L), through its histone deacetylase activity, prevents TF-mediated gene positioning by blocking TF binding. Many yeast transcriptional repressors were capable of blocking Put3-mediated recruitment; 11 of these required Rpd3. Thus, it is a general function of transcription repressors to regulate TF-mediated recruitment. However, Ste12 and Gcn4-mediated recruitment is regulated independently of Rpd3(L) and transcriptional repressors. Ste12-mediated recruitment is regulated by phosphorylation of an inhibitor called Dig2, and Gcn4-mediated gene targeting is up-regulated by increasing Gcn4 protein levels. The ability to control spatial position of genes in yeast represents a novel function for TFs and different regulatory strategies provide dynamic control of the yeast genome through different time scales.
Introduction
The eukaryotic genome is functionally and spatially organized. During interphase, chromosomes fold into topologically associated domains (TADs) and divide into heterochromatin and euchromatin. Also, chromosomes associate with nuclear structures and occupy distinct territories within the nucleus. 1 Within these territories, individual genes are positioned with respect to each other and with respect to stable nuclear structures. For example, in metazoa large transcriptionally repressed Lamina Associate Domains (LADs) position along the nuclear periphery and interact with the nuclear lamina. 2 Importantly, the spatial organization of the genome is dynamic and the position of individual genes often changes upon activation or repression. 3 For example, during development, LADs can be remodeled to accommodate the repositioning of genes; the b-globin and MyoD genes move away from the nuclear lamina upon transcriptional activation. 4, 5 Many active genes also interact with nuclear pore proteins (Nups) in diverse organisms including yeast, flies, worms, and mammalian cells. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In both yeast and metazoa these interactions positively correlate with transcription. 6, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] In yeast these interactions occur at the nuclear periphery, presumably in contact with the nuclear pore complex (NPC), 13 whereas in higher eukaryotes these interactions often occur in the nucleoplasm with soluble Nups. 6, 14 Finally, coregulated loci throughout the genome can cluster. Active genes colocalize with RNAP II foci in subnuclear compartments called transcription factories.
NPC-associated loci each exhibit specific interchromosomal clustering. [19] [20] [21] These observations support the idea that the spatial organization of the eukaryotic genome compartmentalizes the nucleus into functionally distinct subnuclear environments and that the spatial positioning of a gene both impacts and reflects its transcriptional state.
Transcription factors reposition genes to the nuclear periphery As a model for these phenomena, we have studied the spatial repositioning of inducible yeast genes from the nucleoplasm to the nuclear periphery. Inducible genes such as INO1, PRM1 and HIS4 are recruited from the nucleoplasm to the nuclear periphery upon activation. 7 These genes are inducible under very different conditions (INO1 is activated by inositol starvation, PRM1 is induced by mating pheromone and HIS4 is induced by amino acid starvation) and they are targeted to the periphery only under the conditions that lead to their expression. This recruitment leads to a physical interaction with the nuclear pore complex (NPC) and promotes stronger expression. 13, 22 Targeting to the periphery is controlled by cis-acting transcription factor (TF) binding sites located within the promoters of these genes. 13 These elements and the TFs that bind to them are not only necessary for recruitment, but are also sufficient to target an ectopic locus to the nuclear periphery. 13 Furthermore, genes recruited to the NPC by the same TF frequently cluster together. 21 Thus, these cis-acting binding sites function as DNA zip codes to control the dynamic, conditional positioning and interchromosomal clustering of genes. This suggests that one of the functions of TFs is to control the spatial organization of the genome.
Targeting of INO1 to the nuclear periphery is mediated by 2 DNA elements called GRS I and GRS II. 13 The TFs Put3 (Zn C2 -binuclear cluster family) and Cbf1 (basic helix-loop-helix family) bind to GRSI and GRSII, respectively and these TFs are necessary for GRS I-and GRS II-mediated targeting to the nuclear periphery. 7 The GRS I element is necessary and sufficient to mediate interchromosomal clustering with other GRS I-containing loci. 21 Importantly, these TFs are not the factors that control INO1 transcription. INO1 transcription is regulated by the Ino2/Ino4 TFs, which bind to the UAS INO elements in the promoter. 23 Such a separation between the elements controlling transcription and gene positioning is also seen in other promoters (our unpublished results). Thus, although gene positioning and transcription are coupled, they can be mediated by distinct elements and factors.
In contrast, the positioning of HIS4 and PRM1 is controlled by the same TFs that regulate their expression, Gcn4 and Ste12, respectively. Inserting DNA elements corresponding to the binding sites of Gcn4 (Gcn4BS) and Ste12 (pheromone-response elements, 3xPRE) at the ectopic site URA3, which is normally localized to the nucleoplasm, is sufficient to reposition the locus to the nuclear periphery. 7 This also leads to interchromosomal clustering between URA3 and either HIS4 or PRM1. Furthermore, mutant strains lacking Gcn4 or Ste12 fail to target HIS4 or PRM1 to the nuclear periphery, respectively. Finally, artificially tethering Gcn4 or Ste12 to the URA3 locus via a LexA DNA binding domain is sufficient to cause URA3 to reposition to the nuclear periphery. Therefore, these TFs are both necessary and sufficient to control peripheral localization and interchromosomal clustering.
Put3, Cbf1, Gcn4 and Set12 represent 4 different families of transcription factors that mediate spatial repositioning and clustering of these genes. This suggest this ability is a common function of transcription factors. Indeed, in erythroid cells, the transcription factor Klf1 is necessary for clustering of its target genes into specialized transcription factories and in flies, interactions of genes with Nup98 is mediated by the MBD-R2 DNA binding factor. 16, 24 However, not all transcription factors possess this function. As mentioned above, Ino2/Ino4 binding to the UAS INO element within the INO1 promoter is neither necessary nor sufficient to recruit chromatin to the nuclear periphery. Transcription is also separable from gene positioning. The activation domain of Put3 and Gcn4 is dispensable for targeting to the nuclear periphery (our unpublished results). Furthermore, inactivating RNA polymerase II or promoter mutations that block INO1 transcription does not block zip code-dependent recruitment to the nuclear periphery. 7, 12 Thus, TFs can control gene positioning, separable from their effects on transcription. One important, unaddressed question is how these changes in gene positioning are dynamically regulated. We have explored this question in work described in our recent publication. 7 Regulation of transcription factor-mediated gene positioning
Repositioning of INO1, HIS4 and PRM1 to the nuclear periphery and interchromosomal clustering is conditional and occurs under specific environmental stimuli. This reflects how each zip code is regulated, which is revealed when the zip code is inserted at an ectopic site. GRSI and GRSII are regulated through a contextdependent mechanism: when inserted at an ectopic site, these elements lead to constitutive targeting to the nuclear periphery. 13 In 25, 26 Rpd3 (L) regulates zip code activity by blocking transcription factor binding through its histone deacetylase activity. 7 This regulation was abolished by either perturbing the recruitment of Rpd3 or inactivating its catalytic activity (rpd3 H188A), resulting in constitutive targeting of INO1 to the nuclear periphery. Furthermore, Rpd3(L) regulation could be recapitulated at the ectopic URA3 locus by artificially tethering either Opi1 or Ume6 near GRS I or GRS II, blocking targeting to the nuclear periphery and interchromosomal clustering (Fig. 1, left panel) . 7 To test if this was general function of repressors in yeast, 21 different repressors were tethered beside the GRS I. A majority of repressors could block GRS I function; 16 of the 21 repressors tested blocked Put3-mediated recruitment to the nuclear periphery and 11 of these required Rpd3. Thus, 5 repressors block Put3 binding by either recruiting a different histone deacetylase or through alternative mechanisms. These results suggest that Put3s ability to reposition genes can be blocked through several different mechanisms. Because Put3 controls the positioning of genes that are not perfectly co-regulated, 13 cells could use these different strategies to independently regulate Put3-mediated targeting in different contexts, depending on the environmental stimulus.
Cells use different strategies to regulate Gcn4-and Ste12-mediated gene positioning. Unlike Put3, regulation of Ste12-and Gcn4-mediated repositioning is context-independent; inserting the Gcn4BS or the 3xPRE at URA3 led to repositioning to the nuclear periphery upon histidine starvation or pheromone treatment, respectively. 7 Furthermore, loss of Rpd3 had no effect on recruitment of PRM1 or HIS4 to the nuclear periphery and the 3xPRE was completely resistant to tethering of Opi1 or Ume6. 7 Instead, Ste12-mediated gene positioning is regulated downstream of DNA binding. At PRM1, Ste12 is constitutively bound and Ste12-dependent transcription is inhibited by 2 repressors, Dig1 and Dig2. 27 Upon mating pheromone stimulation, Dig1 and Dig2 are phosphorylated by the MAPK Fus3, causing them to dissociate from Ste12. 28 Dissociation of both Dig1 and Dig2 is required for PRM1 transcriptional activation, but loss of Dig2 alone led to constitutive Ste12-mediated peripheral localization and interchromosomal clustering. 7, 29 Furthermore, mutation of serine 34 to alanine in Dig2 -blocking phosphorylation -also blocked targeting to the nuclear periphery. Likewise, mutation of serine 34 to aspartate -mimicking phosphorylation -led to constitutive targeting to the nuclear periphery. Thus, Ste12-mediated gene positioning is regulated through post-translational modification of an inhibitor (Fig. 1, middle panel) .
Gcn4-mediated targeting to the nuclear periphery is regulated by a third mechanism; the occupancy of Gcn4 binding to its target genes, controlled by its abundance. 7 Unlike the other mechanisms discussed above, which behave in a switch-like manner, Gcn4-mediated targeting to the nuclear periphery and interchomosomal clustering occurs at a lower level under uninducing conditions and at a maximal level under inducing conditions. 7 Thus, Gcn4-mediated gene positioning is quantitatively regulated. It is well-establi shed that Gcn4-mediated transcription is regulated through the abundance of Gcn4. In the presence of amino acids, Gcn4 is poorly translated due to several short, upstream open reading frames (uORFs) in the 5 0 end of the GCN4 mRNA. 30 When cells are starved for amino acids, translational initiation is slowed, permitting the ribosome to skip the uORFs and increase the translation of Gcn4. 30 Increasing Gcn4 protein production by mutating the uORFs resulted in constitutive recruitment and clustering of HIS4. 7 Thus, under uninducing conditions, low levels of Gcn4 lead to modest targeting to the nuclear periphery and measurable interchromosomal clustering. However, under inducing conditions, higher Gcn4 protein levels increase the occupancy of the Gcn4BS and this leads to maximal peripheral targeting and interchromosomal clustering (Fig. 1, right panel) .
Using a small number of genes as models, a number of factors have been implicated in the targeting of genes to the NPC, including mRNA export factors, the SAGA histone acetyltransferase and components of the NPC itself. 11, 13, 31, 32 It is unclear if all of these are universally required. We find that the SAGA complex, for example, is required for targeting of INO1 and HIS4 to the nuclear periphery, but is dispensable for targeting of PRM1 to the nuclear periphery. 7, 13 If SAGA functions to bridge the interaction between chromatin and the NPC, as has been suggested, this result indicates that transcription factors use more than one mechanism to promote repositioning to the nuclear periphery. Alternatively, this dependence on SAGA for gene recruitment may reflect an upstream role. The SAGA complex is a multi-subunit histone modifying enzyme that has broad impacts on gene expression. 33 Because the regulation of Put3, Cbf1 and Gcn4 occurs at the level of TF occupancy whereas Ste12 is regulated downstream of binding, it is possible that SAGA may either facilitate TF DNA binding or alter the abundance of the TFs themselves.
These results highlight the critical role of TFs in controlling gene positioning and interchromosomal interactions. TF-mediated gene positioning can be regulated through at least 4 different mechanisms: regulation of TF binding by the Rpd3(L) HDAC, regulation of TF binding (or function) by repressors independent of Rpd3(L), regulation of TF occupancy through changes in TF abundance and regulation of TF function through post-translational modification of an inhibitor. These different strategies operate over different time scales to alter the positioning of individual genes and the arrangement of chromosomes with respect to each other: MAPK signaling leads to rapid repositioning and clustering of Ste12 targets within »15-30 min, while changes in Gcn4 protein levels leads to a moderate rate of repositioning and clustering within »30-60 min and Rpd3(L) regulated gene positioning is derepressed over »60-120 min (Fig. 1) . 7 Thus, reflecting the regulation of TF function, cells employ different strategies to regulate dynamic TF-mediated gene positioning over very different temporal regimes.
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